
and anti-colonialism. Only then can a true national resurgence 
find its sweep. 

II 

TALL CLAIMS BUT GROSS BETRAYALS 

The failures of the congress regime are so glaring that even 
congress leaders could not help confessing them. But such 
occasional admissions on their part, as well as their assurance 
to remedy things are only a tactical manoeuvre to hoodwink 
the masses and retain themselves in power. The congress leader
ship refuses to see that these failures are the offspring of its 
policies. Instead, it attributes them to causes beyond its control 
or to the apathy of the people and the malevolence of the 
<lpposi tion parties. 

As the crisis in our economy grows deeper and the capitalist 
methods to checkmate it fail, as prices keep on rising and 
scarcity becomes acuter, the leadership of the Congress party 
and its ministerial mouthpieces go on repeating that they are 
not responsible for the failures. They put forward their own 
fake reasons to explain away the acts of omission and com
mission of congress misrule. What is more, they name and 
parade three n1ain achievements to seek credit for themselves 
and for the government under their control. But such manoeu
vres today would deceive none. 

The congress rulers vainly attempt to justify rising prices, 
high taxes and shortfall in supplies of food and other essential 
goods by saying that all these have become foescapable on 
account of the two wars which India has had to fight against 
aggressive neighbours. They contend that these two wars have 
severely strained the finances of the country and upset and 
unbalanced the normal course of production. 

Second, they argue that India has suffered drought for two 
s11cces�ive years causing widespread and severe los� of crops and 
humnn sL1rfe1·ing in vast areas of the conntry. 

Third, the congress lenders hemo1111 the fact th:it the expected 
foreign :ild from the wt•st is 1101 ro111ing. 

So, in their view tlw wrath of fordgn uggn·N>tll, the wrath 
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of the god and the wrath of the dollar-givers lie at the root 
of the present crisis but not congress policies. How can one, 
the congress bosses argue, then hold the congress regime 
responsible? , 

These alibis are false to the core and they certainly are not 
the main factors which have created the present crisis and 
mass misery. 

The two wars which were foxced upon our country barely 
lasted one month each and only certain limited parts of the 
country became the theatres of war. 

These two brief wars doubtless led to the diversion of o;ur 
national resources. But if one were· to compare the financial 
resources of about Rs. 9,000 crores raised during the last five 
years from the people and the cost of Rs. 3,400 crores in defence 
expenditure, the two wars could not be held as the major cause 
for .the crisis in our economy. The economy was already un
balanced and the two war episodes only made· it more so. The 
congress government deliberately exaggerated the consequences 
of India's conflict with China and Pakistan only to cover up 
the failure of its policies. 

The drought certainly stares the nation in the face today. 
But it, is futile to explain it and it� aftermath merely as an act 
o� god. There has been enough food production in the country
to provide the minimum ration to the populace and the pre
ceding yeai·s also saw better harve�ts. The government failed
to procure and preserve the stocks and, in fact, allowed them
to pass into the hands of hoarders and profiteers, who are today
backed by the monopoly-controlled banks. This anti-social crime
was encouraged in a hundred and one ways by the congress
rnlers. These merchants of famine and death stand between the
hungry people and their food. So it is not the anger of an
unkind god but the insatiable greed of the demons of money
and their allies, the congress rulers, who have to answer for
mass starvation.

The failure to secure the necessary d:ternal aid from the 
west was again neither accidental n011 unforeseen. This is the 
p1ice the ,nation today is paying for its abject dependence on 
the socalled US economic 'aid'. The -present foreign exchange 
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and bribery they make a mockery of free and fair elections and 
gather votes for themselves. Only in the midst of highest 
political upsurge and mass activity do these evil practices fail 
to achieve their objectives of rigging elections. 

In spite of its control of state power, the Congress party has 
never secured the majority of. votes in any national general 
election. Thanks to the absence of proportional representation, 
the Congress, however, succeeded in securing for itself over
whelming majority of the seats in the Lok Sabha and state 
assemblies. This basically undemocratic anangement has 
enabled the Congress to ntle the countiy all these years even 
though the majority of the voters have eve1y time recorded 
their verdict against it. 

The working of the state machine does not even reflect the 
opinion fully expressed in Parliament. The administration is 
run by virtually irremovable bureaucrats alien to the ways of 
democracy or ethics of good public life. These top bureaucrats 
have become power-centres and they are in a position even to 
bypass and deceive our legislatures. Hundreds of key positions 
in government services and in all departments are filled by 
proteges, sympathisers and even agents of foreign imperialists, 
particularly US Central Intelligence Agency and American 
monopolists. 

In spite of India's friendly relations and economic cooperation 
with the Soviet Union and other socialist countries, which are 
undoubtedly very beneficial to our nation, the congress rulers

restrict the scope of this cooperation under pressure of Indian 
and foreign monopolists ·and rely heavily on impe1ialist 'aid' 
even at the cost of national self-respect and paramount national 
interests. 

The inconsistencies and vacillations that arise from this 
dependence are seen in the want of firm opposition to the 
American war of aggression in Vietnam and firm support to 
the fight for liberation of the Vietnamese people. It is seen 
in the refusal to extend full diplomatic recognition to the 
German Democratic Republic for fear of West German and 
US displeasure. It is seen in the hesitation to make our defence 
system completely independent of imperialist armaments and 
advisers. It is seen in the readiness to take American aid with 
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its highly dictatorial and dangerous strings and to open the 
whole country to massive US penetration. It is seen in the 
hesitation to explore all avenues of peaceful settlement of the 
India-China border dispute, notwithstanding the continued 
hostile attitude of China. 

Such in brief is the picture of the abysmal failures of the 
Congress party to nurture this great nation of ours into a 
prosperous, fearless, freedom-loving democracy of five hundred 
million people free from the debasement and atrocities of 
monopoly capital and semi-feudal remnants and unpatriotic, 
anti-people bureaucrats. 

In spite of its failure, the congress leadership refuses to 
give up its capitalist path. In arrogant and yet pitiful manner, 
it appeals to the people 'to work hard and eat less', 'to save 
and be austere' and finally, to be prepared to go through 'hell 
and fire', to quote from prime minister's broadcast on June 15, 
1966 after the devaluation sell-out. 

Happily the people are not prepared to go through it. On 
the contrary, they want this evil Congress to go to hell! 

III 

UNITED FRONT OF LEFT AND DEMOCRATIC FORCES: 
OUR ALTERNATIVE 

The Communist Party of India does not rest content with 
merely offering criticism of the congress regime. It is leading 
the toiling masses into militant actions to defend their day-to
day interests as also the larger interests of the nation. Our 
party would, however, like to point out that the capitalist 
solution to the crisis which the ruling party proposes can only 
further hit the masses and worsen the economic situation. The 
real solution has to be found in resolute anti-imperialist, anti
monopolist and popular, democratic measures. 

Our party has been in the forefront of the struggles of the 
working people, the middle classes, the students, the working 
peasantry for their economic and political demands. Our party 
has taken the lead in mobilising the democratic masses against 
the devaluation treachery; it has bent all its energies to build 
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